All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Human and nonhuman primates attend to other individuals to gain valuable social information about them (such as identity and emotions) and their shared surroundings (such as nearby dangers and resources), and even to infer others' goals and intentions based on their actions. Fundamental characteristics of social attention are similar between human and nonhuman primates \[[@pone.0193283.ref001]--[@pone.0193283.ref003]\]. Primates selectively attend to others' faces, eyes, and targets of ongoing actions \[[@pone.0193283.ref004]--[@pone.0193283.ref007]\]. They follow others' gaze and attend to the same objects and locations that others are manipulating \[[@pone.0193283.ref008]--[@pone.0193283.ref012]\]. They anticipatorily attend to the targets of others' actions before their actions are completed; for example, apes and macaques look at the goal objects while the actor is reaching to the object, before the actor grabs them \[[@pone.0193283.ref013]--[@pone.0193283.ref015]\]. Previous studies also suggested that human and nonhuman primates share common neurophysiological mechanisms underlying social information processing and that they process social information mainly through the two distinct pathways in their brains \[[@pone.0193283.ref002], [@pone.0193283.ref009], [@pone.0193283.ref016], [@pone.0193283.ref017]\]. One pathway, via subcortical routes, rapidly processes crude social information such as others\' faces, eyes, and gaze direction; the other pathway, via cortical routes, processes nuanced social information such as others' social and emotional status and communicative intentions \[[@pone.0193283.ref002], [@pone.0193283.ref009], [@pone.0193283.ref016], [@pone.0193283.ref017]\].

Another important feature of social attention is its individual variation. On the one hand, such individual variation in social orienting is related to biological, early-developing, temperamental characteristics in human and nonhuman primates. Attention to others' eyes is evident at a very young age in human and nonhuman infants \[[@pone.0193283.ref018], [@pone.0193283.ref019]\]. Attention to targets of others' gaze, pointing, and manual actions (\"joint attention\") also emerges early in the development (although somewhat later than attention to the eyes \[[@pone.0193283.ref020]--[@pone.0193283.ref023]\]). However, human children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder attend to others' eyes and targets of gaze and pointing less strongly than do typically-developing children \[[@pone.0193283.ref024]--[@pone.0193283.ref027]\]; even preverbal human infants later diagnosed with autism attend to eyes less strongly than typically-developing infants during viewing of social movies \[[@pone.0193283.ref026]\]. A recent study showed that monozygotic-twin infants show more similar levels of attention to the eyes than dizygotic-twin infants during viewing of social movies \[[@pone.0193283.ref027]\]. It is also known that endocrine systems mediate social attention in human and nonhuman primates: Human yearlings who experienced higher levels of prenatal androgen show lower levels of eye contact with their mothers \[[@pone.0193283.ref028]\], and oxytocin administration leads humans and monkeys to increase the levels of eye contact with the conspecific images \[[@pone.0193283.ref029], [@pone.0193283.ref030]\].

On the other hand, individual variation in social orienting is related to late-developing, experience-dependent characteristics in human and nonhuman primates. For example, human (sighted) infants of blind parents attend less to the eyes and gaze direction of parents compared to control infants \[[@pone.0193283.ref031], [@pone.0193283.ref032]\]. "Enculturated" apes, reared by humans in the human cultural environment, respond more than non-enculturated apes to the targets of human experimenters' gaze, pointing, and manual actions when interacting with the experimenters \[[@pone.0193283.ref033]--[@pone.0193283.ref035]\]. In humans, it is known that cultural background biases attention to both social and physical stimuli. People from East Asian countries tend to attend to the central parts of faces (i.e., around the nose), while people from Western countries tend to directly attend to both eyes and mouth \[[@pone.0193283.ref036]\]. These two cultural groups differ in the same way even when presented with allospecific faces (e.g., a sheep face) and visually homogeneous non-face objects \[[@pone.0193283.ref037]\]. It is also known that expertise by profession biases attention among both social and physical stimuli \[[@pone.0193283.ref038]--[@pone.0193283.ref040]\].

Patterns of social orienting differ not only across individuals within a species but also across closely-related primate species. Previous studies used eye-tracking to compare social orienting between different primate species: macaques and humans \[[@pone.0193283.ref005], [@pone.0193283.ref041], [@pone.0193283.ref042]\], chimpanzees and humans \[[@pone.0193283.ref043]\], orangutans, gorillas and humans \[[@pone.0193283.ref044]\], and bonobos and chimpanzees \[[@pone.0193283.ref004]\]. Great apes and macaques, like humans, view the models' faces and especially the eyes when presented with still pictures and movies \[[@pone.0193283.ref004]--[@pone.0193283.ref007], [@pone.0193283.ref043]--[@pone.0193283.ref048]\]. Also, like humans, apes and macaques view the targets of models' manual actions in movies---even anticipatorily looking at targets of their manual actions \[[@pone.0193283.ref014], [@pone.0193283.ref049], [@pone.0193283.ref050]\]. However, compared to humans, apes and macaques view the targets of models' actions for a shorter time during viewing of movies \[[@pone.0193283.ref005], [@pone.0193283.ref015]\]. Compared to humans, apes view the models' eyes for a shorter time and the models' mouth for a longer time when presented with pictures \[[@pone.0193283.ref043], [@pone.0193283.ref044]\]. It was also reported that when chimpanzees and bonobos view pictures, bonobos look at the model's eyes for a longer time and the targets of models' actions for a shorter time than do chimpanzees \[[@pone.0193283.ref004]\]. Therefore, although all these primate species view the same social features in pictures and movies---other's faces, eyes, mouths, and action targets---they differ significantly from one another in the relative strength of viewing of each social feature. Such species-typical viewing patterns likely reflect temperamental characteristics unique to each species.

These previous studies established a useful paradigm for comparing viewing patterns of social stimuli across individuals and species under the same experimental conditions. However, the obtained results are still fragmentary with regard to the pattern and nature of the individual and species variations, particularly among nonhuman primates. More specifically, most previous studies compared only two species, and thus procedural differences across studies, such as the differences in stimuli, preclude a straightforward generalization. Also, many of these previous studies used still pictures as stimuli, leaving untested how individuals respond to dynamic social stimuli typical of natural environments. Critically, none of these studies have tested how experience-dependent factors can effect viewing patterns across individuals within nonhuman primate species. Thus, it remains unclear the extent to which within- and between-species variations overlap and how factors such as species and experience affect viewing patterns.

This study has two complementary goals. First, we examined individual and species differences in social orientating by presenting naturalistic movie stimuli to larger samples of human and nonhuman primates than previously tested (humans, bonobos, chimpanzees, orangutans, rhesus macaques). Experiment 1 aimed to extend the results from the previous studies and examined overall species similarities and differences in social orienting among rhesus macaques, three species of great apes (bonobos, chimpanzees, and orangutans), and humans. The movies depicted natural behaviors of conspecific and allospecific animals. Experiment 2 examined the effects of individual experience on within-species differences in social orienting. We tested three groups of chimpanzees housed at facilities that differed in their early experiences with media and cognitive experiments. We tested movies depicting natural behaviors of chimpanzees. We presented these same movies to three groups of humans differing in their expertise in observing chimpanzees (experts vs. novices) and in their experience with media in general (adults vs. preschoolers).

Second, we contrasted two methods for quantifying viewing patterns. One of the most common analytic strategies is quantifying the viewing times for predefined Areas-Of-Interests (AOIs). However, a clear shortcoming of this approach is that it may overlook attention to certain features that are salient to nonhuman participants but not to human researchers. An alternative, novel, data-driven approach consists of directly measuring gaze similarities using distances and correlations among individuals \[[@pone.0193283.ref005]\]. We contrasted these two approaches in this study. In the AOI viewing-time analysis, we first defined AOIs for the social features that previous studies typically included---faces, eyes, mouths, and action targets---to measure viewing times of these social features. We then used a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify the components that best explained the observed variations across individuals and species. In the data-driven analysis, we estimated gaze similarities between each pair of participants, created a similarity matrix, and then performed Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) to identify the dimensions that best explained the observed variations across individuals and species. Finally, we used a canonical correlation analysis to test the similarities between the components/dimensions derived from the two different analyses. If the major features distinguishing between individuals' scanpaths were adequately captured by their viewing times for the defined AOIs, the two analyses would correlate with one another. Combining the two approaches allows us to characterize species' similarities and differences thoroughly, and to confirm whether gaze toward AOI adequately describes the variations detected in the data-driven analysis.

Experiment 1 {#sec002}
============

We examined how bonobos, chimpanzees, orangutans, rhesus macaques, and humans view movies depicting various natural behaviors of these species and of nonprimate animals. Those behaviors included resting (with the individuals' neutral faces), intense engagements among individuals such as playing and fighting (with the individuals' emotional expressions), and extractive foraging such as manipulating foods and using tools. We predicted, in accord with previous studies \[[@pone.0193283.ref004]--[@pone.0193283.ref007], [@pone.0193283.ref015], [@pone.0193283.ref043]--[@pone.0193283.ref048]\], that species is the primary factor influencing individuals\' unique viewing patterns of particular social features: faces, eyes, mouths, and action targets.

Method {#sec003}
------

### Participants {#sec004}

A total of 47 nonhuman primates (12 bonobos, 21 chimpanzees, 7 orangutans, and 7 rhesus macaques) and 12 humans participated in this study. An additional macaque was tested but not included in the analysis because of a calibration failure. All species lived in social groups. Twenty-eight apes (6 bonobos, 15 chimpanzees, 7 orangutans) lived in Wolfgang Köhler Primate Research Center (WKPRC) and 12 (6 bonobos, 6 chimpanzees) in Kumamoto Sanctuary (KS). Apes in these facilities had visual access to members of the other ape species. Macaques lived in a conspecific group at The Rockefeller University. All nonhuman participants had some experience watching movies (e.g., in the previous experiments or as enrichment), with KS chimpanzees being more experienced than the others (see [Results](#sec009){ref-type="sec"} and Experiment 2 for the effect of such experience). They were reared by their biological mothers or human caregivers in conspecific peer groups (see Table A in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details about the participants). No ape or monkey participant showed a behavioral indication of vision deficit through our daily observation. Human participants were zoo workers at the WKPRC with extensive experience in interacting with nonhuman primates. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No participant with neurological disorder or developmental delay was included. They were instructed to simply watch the movies as they normally would.

### Ethics statements {#sec005}

Apes lived in Wolfgang Köhler Primate Research Center (WKPRC) and Kumamoto Sanctuary (KS). In both facilities, the living areas were large and complex enough for the apes to rest, exercise, and socialize with the group mates. The outdoor playground areas were larger than 200 m2 and were equipped with climbing trees, vegetation and enrichment devices. The indoor areas including sleeping rooms were larger than 100 m2. The apes received fresh fruits, vegetables, nuts and leaves distributed in three main meals and occasional enrichment programs. Water was available ad libitum throughout the day. They voluntarily participated in the study and were not food or water deprived. In KS, apes were tested in one of their sleeping or in a separate routine testing room (\> 9 m2). In WKPRC, all apes were tested in one of their sleeping rooms (9 m2). No medical, toxicological or neurobiological research of any kind is conducted at KS or WKPRC.

Ape husbandry and research complied with the international standards in accordance with the recommendation of the Weatherall report "The use of non-human primates in research" and the institutional guidelines which are strictly adhered to the national laws of Japan or Germany \[KS: Primate Research Institute "Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Primates 3rd Edition", Wildlife Research Center "Guide for the Animal Research Ethics"\] \[WKPRC: "EAZA Minimum Standards for the Accommodation and Care of Animals in Zoos and Aquaria", "WAZA Ethical Guidelines for the Conduct of Research on Animals by Zoos and Aquariums", "Guidelines for the Treatment of Animals in Behavioral Research and Teaching" of the Association for the Study of Animal Behavior (ASAB)\]. The study protocol was approved by the institutional committee of Wildlife Research Center (No. WRC-2014KS001A) and Max-Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology.

All macaque procedures conformed to the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health, and were conducted in accord with a local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) protocol (\#12585-H and \#15849-H at The Rockefeller University). Monkeys were housed in a climate-controlled indoor colony in suites comprising 1--4 individuals. Monkey health was monitored daily, and monkeys were provisioned daily with biscuits, fresh fruits and vegetables, and behavioral enrichment including puzzle feeders.

Human adult participants were tested in a testing room located at the Max-Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (MPI-EVA), Leipzig, Germany. All agreed to and signed the written informed consent, which was in accordance of Helsinki Declaration and approved by the internal committee of MPI-EVA. For the preschooler participants, their parents were recruited by telephone from a database of parents who had volunteered to participate in developmental studies. All parents agreed the informed consent upon coming to the institute. They were tested in a testing room located at MPI-EVA. All agreed to and signed the written informed consent, which was in accordance of Helsinki Declaration and approved by the internal committee of MPI-EVA.

### Apparatus {#sec006}

Apes at the two facilities, macaques, and humans watched the same movies in an eye-tracking system. The differences in eye-tracking setups were minimized as much as possible between different facilities. Eye movements of apes were recorded using an infrared eye tracker (60 Hz; down-sampled from X120/X300 eye-trackers; Tobii Technology AB, Stockholm, Sweden). This eye-tracker can record the participants' eye movement without a head restraint device. WKPRC apes and KS bonobos were separated from the experimenter and the eye-tracker by a transparent acrylic panel (this panel does not add noises in the eye-movement recordings). To keep their heads relatively still, we let apes drink dripping grape juice from a nozzle attached to transparent acrylic panels. For the KS chimpanzees, one of the experimenters stayed inside the room, sat beside them, and lightly held their chins during the recording. Another experimenter stayed outside the room, with the eye tracker, and recorded the participants' eyes through transparent acrylic panels. No explicit training was conducted for apes. Stimuli were presented using Tobii Studio software (version 3.2.1) at a viewing distance of 65--70 cm with a resolution of 1170×720 pixels (approx. 39×25 degree) on a 22-inch LCD monitor (1366×768 pixel). Human participants were tested in a standard office using the same setups of the eye-tracker and the monitor.

Eye movement of macaques was recorded using an infrared eye-tracker (60 Hz; ETL-200, ISCAN, MA, USA). They sat in a primate chair, with head position maintained via head prosthesis, and performed a gaze calibration routine. They were trained to fixate simple shapes for calibration in this and the other experiments. In addition, they were trained in the other experiments (but not in this experiment) to fixate at the center point of the monitor. Fluid rewards (water droplets) were delivered during calibration, and during movie viewing at 3-second intervals independent of the macaques' visual behavior. Stimuli were presented using Presentation software at a viewing distance of 50 cm with a resolution of 1014x624 pixels on a 20-inch LCD monitor (1024x768 pixels; two macaques, Sam and Thor, were tested at a viewing distance of 57 cm with a resolution of 1202x754 pixels on the monitor, 1600x900 pixel; yet we confirmed that such differences did not affect the results; see below and Fig D in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These setups were adjusted so that the images occupied about the same visual angles as in the apes' and humans' settings.

We conducted calibration procedures previously established for apes, humans, and macaques at each facility \[[@pone.0193283.ref005], [@pone.0193283.ref051], [@pone.0193283.ref052]\]. For apes, automated calibration was conducted in Tobii Studio by presenting a small object or movie clip on two reference points. Although the number of these reference points was smaller than that used typically for human and monkey participants, we manually checked calibration accuracy after the calibration, by examining the discrepancies between the participant's gaze and the 9 reference points presented on the screen, and repeated the calibration until those observed discrepancies became smaller than a degree. For human participants, automated calibration was conducted in Tobii Studio by presenting small objects at 5 reference points. Calibration was conducted for macaques in a Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, California, USA) by presenting simple geometric shapes at 9 reference points. These procedures assured comparable accuracy of calibration for each species (typically within a degree), as detailed in the previous studies \[[@pone.0193283.ref005], [@pone.0193283.ref051], [@pone.0193283.ref052]\]. It should be noted that our control analysis ensured that the distribution of fixations around each defined Area-Of-Interest, which accommodate any calibration errors, was similar across the participant species (see [Result](#sec009){ref-type="sec"} and Fig B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Stimuli and procedure {#sec007}

Movies (total 9 minutes, 25 fps) depicted the natural behavior of conspecifics and allospecifics (obtained from [ARKive.org](http://ARKive.org)). We prepared a total of 18 movies (each 30 seconds) featuring bonobos (3 clips), chimpanzees (3 clips), orangutans (3 clips), rhesus macaques (3 clips), and 3 nonprimate species (1 clip each of horses, dogs, and birds). Human movies were omitted in this study because the previous studies have confirmed similar eye movement patterns for human and allospecific images in adult human participants with experience interacting with nonhuman primates \[[@pone.0193283.ref005], [@pone.0193283.ref043], [@pone.0193283.ref044]\]. The contents of movies were selected so that they covered a wide range of species-typical behaviors of each primate. The three clips respectively depicted "actions", "social interaction", or "resting". "Actions" included extractive foraging behavior such as manipulating objects (ground digging by bonobos and macaques, food washing by macaques), tool-using (stick-use by chimpanzees and orangutans, nut-cracking by chimpanzees), and eating the extracted foods. "Social interactions" included intense social engagement among individuals such as fighting (by bonobos, chimpanzees, and macaques) featuring threat and fearful facial and bodily expressions, copulating (by bonobos), and playing (by orangutans). \"Resting\" included calm, relaxed individuals, mainly showing the face. The non-primate movies depicted scenes of the species-typical behavior of those species (e.g., eating, fighting, flying, and galloping). Also, we presented participants with image-scrambled movies (3 clips) to obtain baseline data for the data-driven analysis (to control for the participants\' default viewing biases to the screen). However, nonhuman participants only watched those movies for about half of the time that they spent watching the other movies, and human participants showed peculiar patterns of eye movement (i.e., kept looking at the center of the images). We thus did not use these data in the analysis. Instead, we used the time-shuffled eye movements (derived from the same trials presenting the same movies) as an alternative baseline for the data-driven analysis (see below). All movies were silent. Each ape viewed one movie (1 trial) per day (total 18 trials). If an ape became distracted during any given trial, that trial was dropped and the same trial was repeated on the next day (but no more than once). Each human and macaque viewed all movies consecutively in a single day, with a short blank period between movies. Yet, we did not particularly observe fatigue (or an increase in the percentage of off-screen gaze) in macaques (off-screen gaze was less than 30% in all trials) or in humans (less than 10% in all trials). The order of the movie presentation was counterbalanced across participants. See the video showing all stimulus movies and the superimposed gaze patterns in the first author\'s online repository (<https://youtu.be/JLLW3ophuTc>**).**

### Data analysis {#sec008}

Viewing-time analysis. Areas-Of-Interest **(**AOIs) were defined for the eyes and mouth (when the scene focused on the face), head (when the scene focused on the whole body), and action targets as polygons around each feature of interest, frame-by-frame, by a primary coder using custom software. We did not define AOIs smaller than 1% or larger than 25% of the frame size (i.e. not defining the eyes/mouth when the whole bodies were zoomed-out, and not defining the body when the face was zoomed-in). The size of AOIs was approximately 20% larger than the objects of interest to accommodate small offsets which may derive from calibration errors or quick movements of objects in movies. Our control analysis ensured that small variations in the size of AOIs did not affect overall pattern of results (see [Result](#sec009){ref-type="sec"} and Fig B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The \"head\" AOI was defined when the head appeared along with the whole body (and the eye/mouth AOIs were too small to be defined). The "action targets" included any goal targets of manual actions, including the foods being grabbed by hands (or pecked by a bird's beak), the ground being dug, and the tools being manipulated. We then calculated viewing times for each category of AOI. We did not exclude off-screen gaze from this analysis (i.e. we used the raw, rather than proportion, viewing times) but excluded off-screen gaze in another, inter-individual distance, analysis and tested the similarities between these analyses (see below). Moreover, when we used such proportion data in this same analysis, we obtained the same pattern of results (Fig C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). See the video showing example frames and superimposed AOIs in the first author's online repository (<https://youtu.be/fb6N8-olJxk>**).**

To reveal the components that best explained the observed individual and species variations, we performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the viewing times for the eyes, mouth, head and action targets. To classify the participants by species, we performed a discriminant function analysis using the same data. We used permutation discriminant function analysis (pDFA) to control for the unequal number of participants in each species, using the code provided by R. Mundry \[[@pone.0193283.ref053]\]. This analysis samples an equal number of participants from each species (7 samples in this study, based on the minimal group size; 100 iterations) and classifies the sampled participants into predicted species based on the dependent variables. The remaining participants (i.e., non-sampled participants of large groups) were then used for external classification. The success rate of classification was compared with the chance level in a permutation test (i.e., the performance of the discriminant analysis on permuted data in which species identity had been randomly reassigned, 1000 iterations).

Inter-Individual Distance (IID) analysis. This data-driven analysis directly measures the gaze distances between the participants. Owing to its data-driven nature, this analysis benefits from some noise reduction. We did this in following way. First, we smoothed the series of horizontal and vertical gaze coordinates (60Hz) using a 100 ms (6 sample) moving average window to reduce the recording noises. We then calculated Inter-Individual Distances (IIDs), defined here as Euclidean distance between the gaze coordinates of a given pair, averaged across time-points for each movie clip. We did this for all pairs of participants. We excluded times of off-screen gaze from this analysis. To minimize a possibility that gaze similarities between participants derive from the similarities in default viewing biases (unrelated to the movie contents; e.g., central bias in humans \[[@pone.0193283.ref054]\]), we corrected the IIDs for baseline similarities. We calculated those baseline IIDs by shuffling the timestamps of a given scanpath 10 times and averaging over the repetitions. We then normalized the raw IIDs by dividing out the time-shuffled IIDs. These procedures created a similarity matrix. Based on this similarity matrix, we performed multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and inferred the dimensions that best explained gaze similarities among participants. We took the first three dimensions for the analysis, based on the elbow of a scree plot \[[@pone.0193283.ref055]\]. Finally, we tested the similarities between the two analyses, using a canonical correlation analysis to compare these MDS dimensions with the PCA components derived from AOI viewing times.

Results {#sec009}
-------

In the viewing-time analysis, we measured the participants' viewing times for the Areas-of-Interest (AOIs) eyes, mouths, heads, and action targets. [Fig 1A](#pone.0193283.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the viewing-time scores for each species summed across all movies. A MANOVA revealed highly distinct patterns across species in viewing times toward AOIs (F(16,156) = 11.1, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.10) and also in viewing times to particular AOI categories (follow-up ANOVAs; eyes: F(4,54) = 9.40, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.41; mouth: F(4,54) = 22.21, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.62; head: F(4,54) = 9.03, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.40; action target: F(4,54) = 57.58, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.81; the alpha was set at 0.0125 with Bonferroni correction for number of comparisons).

![A. The total viewing times for Areas-Of-Interest (sec. ± SEM) summed across all movies in Experiment 1. Note that the "head" AOI was defined when the head appeared along with the whole body (and the eye/mouth AOIs were too small to be defined). B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) map based on the viewing times for AOIs. The vectors in the map indicate the relative contribution of each viewing-time variable to the principal components (i.e., scaled PCA coefficients). C. The confusion matrix from permutation Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) based on the viewing times for AOIs.](pone.0193283.g001){#pone.0193283.g001}

We then used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify the components that best explained the observed variation. We took the first two components in this analysis because they explained the majority (93.5%) of the observed individual differences (97.1% with the first three components). [Fig 1B](#pone.0193283.g001){ref-type="fig"} plots all the participants in these components. The largest coefficient of the first principal component corresponded to the viewing time for action targets (0.71), followed by head (0.44) and mouth (0.42). The largest coefficient of the second component corresponded to the viewing times for eyes (0.67) and mouth (-0.63; see the vectors in [Fig 1B](#pone.0193283.g001){ref-type="fig"} for these coefficients).

In the Inter-Individual Distance (IID) analysis, we measured IIDs between all pairs of participants and then created the gaze-similarity matrices for all movies. [Fig 2A](#pone.0193283.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the gaze-similarity matrix averaged for all viewed movies (see Fig A in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the data for each viewed species' movies). We then used Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) to identify the dimensions that best explain the observed variation. [Fig 2B](#pone.0193283.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of all participants in the 3D space based on this MDS analysis.

![A. The distance matrix showing the Inter-Individual gaze Distances (IIDs, corrected for the chance-level similarities) averaged over all movies in Experiment 1. Lower values indicate better similarities among participants. B. Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) map based on this distance matrix.](pone.0193283.g002){#pone.0193283.g002}

We then tested the similarity between data derived from the PCA analysis (first two components) and from the MDS analysis (first 3 dimensions) using a canonical correlation analysis. We found that the canonical correlation was 0.81 and 0.61 for the first and second canonical dimensions, respectively. Both canonical dimensions were significant (1^st^ to 2^nd^: F(6,108) = 20.6, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.22; 2^nd^: F(2,55) = 16.7, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.62). The first canonical dimension was most strongly influenced by the first MDS dimension (standardized canonical coefficient 0.99) and the first PCA component (0.998). The second canonical dimension was most strongly influenced by the second and third MDS dimensions (0.73, 0.68) and the second PCA component (0.999). Note that IID analysis excluded off-screen fixations from the analysis (i.e., used on-screen gaze distances), while the viewing-time analysis did not (i.e., used raw, not proportion, viewing times). Thus, the observed similarity between the two results ensured that the species differences in overall levels of attention to the movies (i.e., on-screen viewing times; bonobos were slightly less attentive than the other species; see Table B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) cannot alone explain those in the viewing patterns of specific social features (also see Fig C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the replication of the same results with a proportion measure excluding off-screen gaze). Moreover, it indicates that the major features distinguishing between individuals' scanpaths were adequately captured by their viewing times for the defined AOIs.

To test the clustering of participants based on their species, we performed a permutation Discriminant Function Analysis (pDFA; \[[@pone.0193283.ref053]\]) using the viewing times for AOIs (the data for all movies were averaged). The classification based on the participants' species was highly successful (83.4%; chance-level, 37.9%; p \< 0.001). Most misclassifications occurred between orangutans and chimpanzees/humans and between bonobos and macaques ([Fig 1C](#pone.0193283.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Fig D in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents the names of all participants in the PCA graph and Table A in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} details the properties of each participant. The inspection of the remaining misclassified participants did not reveal common properties (including living facility, sex, age class, or whether mother- or human-reared; yet WKPRC and KS chimpanzees somewhat differed from one another in their viewing patterns of the action targets; this group difference was further examined in Experiment 2). Classification based on the participants' species was successful with the data for any given depicted species' movie ([Table 1](#pone.0193283.t001){ref-type="table"}). This indicates that each species viewed social features (eyes, mouth, face, and action targets) of each depicted species similarly across the movies ([Fig 3](#pone.0193283.g003){ref-type="fig"}) (although bonobos viewed the conspecific movies somewhat for a longer time than the allospecific movies; see Table B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The total viewing times for AOIs (sec. ± SEM) for each species\' movies and the PCA map based on the viewing times for AOIs in Experiment 1.\
The vectors in the map indicate the relative contribution of each viewing-time variable to the principal components (i.e., scaled PCA coefficients).](pone.0193283.g003){#pone.0193283.g003}
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###### Classification accuracy from permutation Discriminant Function Analysis based on the viewing times for AOIs.

![](pone.0193283.t001){#pone.0193283.t001g}

                     Original %          External %
  ------------------ ------------------- -------------------
  Overall            73.7 (41.4)\*\*\*   58.8 (20.4)\*\*\*
  Bonobo movie       73.6 (41.5)\*\*\*   47.8 (19.9)\*\*
  Chimpanzee movie   75.8 (41.9)\*\*\*   59.2 (20.1)\*\*\*
  Orangutan movie    69.1 (41.5)\*\*\*   52.1 (20.1)\*\*
  Macaque movie      77.0 (41.6)\*\*\*   56.6 (19.8)\*\*
  Nonprimate movie   70.9 (41.0)\*\*     52.2 (20.5)\*\*\*

Chance-level classifications are shown in parentheses (\*\*\*p \< 0.001, \*\*, p \< 0.01 in permutation test).

Finally, there may be a concern that potential differences in calibration error between species (due to the procedural differences between facilities) may affect the pattern of species differences to some degree. Yet, this was not an issue here. First, we generated matching results through two different analyses with different sensitivity to calibration noise: the AOI viewing-time and inter-individual distance analyses. Moreover, we conducted a control viewing-time analysis (Fig B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) manipulating the size of AOIs (shrinking or expanding the size up to 20%) and confirmed that such manipulation did not change the pattern of species differences in the viewing-time data. This result indicates that the distribution of fixations (including any calibration errors) around each defined AOI was similar across the participant species.

Discussion {#sec010}
----------

Overall, bonobos, chimpanzees, orangutans, rhesus macaques, and humans exhibited similar yet highly discriminable gaze patterns to the movies. We found a strong correlation between the results from the data-driven IID analysis and those from the AOI viewing-time analysis. The use of two different analytical approaches revealed that the viewing patterns for the models' face, eyes, mouth, and action targets satisfactorily characterized overall gaze similarities. It also revealed that variations in overall levels of attention to the movies (somewhat lower in bonobos than in the other species) cannot explain variations in viewing patterns across social features, because one of our analyses excluded the off-screen fixations from the analysis, while the other did not.

More specifically, we found that humans viewed the action targets for a much longer time than apes and macaques. Bonobos viewed the eyes for a longer time (and the mouth for a shorter time) than chimpanzees and orangutans. Chimpanzees and orangutans viewed the mouth and the action targets for a longer time than bonobos. Macaques' viewing patterns were somewhat similar to bonobos in the sense that they viewed the eyes for a longer time than chimpanzees and orangutans, although the data revealed clear differences between bonobos and macaques; with the latter viewing the eyes even longer, and the mouth even shorter, than the former. These results are largely consistent with the previous studies \[[@pone.0193283.ref004], [@pone.0193283.ref043], [@pone.0193283.ref044]\], although some results are unexpected (e.g. monkey-ape difference). We will discuss the implications of these results in General Discussion.

Consistent with the previous eye-tracking studies \[[@pone.0193283.ref004], [@pone.0193283.ref043], [@pone.0193283.ref044]\], we found that the observed species-typical viewing patterns were relatively independent of whether the presented species was conspecifics or allospecifics. This result suggests that such species-typical patterns likely reflect their general responses to the social features that are commonly present in animate agents (e.g., face-like shapes, contingent motions). It is noteworthy that bonobos viewed the conspecific (and also the chimpanzee) movies for a longer time than the allospecific movies (Table B in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result suggests that bonobos might have a higher interest in conspecific than allospecific movies, although their viewing bias for each social feature (e.g., eyes versus mouth) was highly similar for both types of movies.

Experiment 2 {#sec011}
============

Experiment 1 revealed some differences in the viewing patterns of action targets of two groups of chimpanzees (WKPRC vs. KS1). Several studies have documented that early experiences with the social and physical environment are especially influential in the adulthood behaviors of great apes. Enculturated apes reared by humans in human cultural environment performed particularly well at tasks requiring joint attention with human experimenters \[[@pone.0193283.ref033]--[@pone.0193283.ref035]\]. Additionally, deprivation of social and physical experience in early life adversely affects social behaviors in adult chimpanzees \[[@pone.0193283.ref056]--[@pone.0193283.ref059]\]. In Experiment 2 we further examined the role of experience on viewing patterns by presenting movies of chimpanzee natural behavior to three groups of chimpanzees differing in their early social and physical experiences (individuals were reared in three different facilities). One group of chimpanzees (WKPRC) had standard experiences with media and cognitive experiments, another group (KS1) had more extensive early experiences with media, cognitive experiments, and tool-using training, and the third group (KS2) had relatively little early experience with media and cognitive experiments, and relatively little social and physical enrichment during their development (prior to arriving at the sanctuary). In line with the findings from Experiment 1, we expected that WKPRC and KS1 groups differ from one another in their viewing patterns for the action targets in the movies. Additionally, we expected that the KS2 group differ from the other two groups in their general viewing patterns for the social features in the movies.

We also presented the same movies to three groups of humans differing in their expertise in observing chimpanzees or in their experiences with media in general; expert fieldworkers who had an extensive experience of observing chimpanzees in the wild, novice researchers who did not have an experience of working with chimpanzees, and preschooler (novice) children who likely had fewer experiences of watching movies in general. We expected to observe the effect of expertise between the first two groups and a more general effect of media exposure between the first two and the last groups.

Method {#sec012}
------

### Participants {#sec013}

A total of 26 chimpanzees and 58 humans participated in this study. An additional human was tested but not included in the analysis because of a recording failure. Chimpanzee participants consisted of three groups differing in their early experiences ("early" defined here as the infancy and the juvenile period, roughly covering the first nine years). Fourteen WKPRC chimpanzees had moderate experience participating in cognitive experiments and some experience watching movies in previous eye-tracking experiments. They were either reared by their biological mothers or human caregivers (and conspecific peers; See Table C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details). Six KS chimpanzees (KS1 group) were recently moved to KS from the Great Ape Research Institute, Okayama, Japan. They had extensive experience participating in various cognitive experiments and watching movies in experiments and as enrichment. They were also trained, since youth, to perform complex tool-use behaviors, including nut-cracking behaviors (while WKPRC chimpanzees were not). WKPRC and KS1 chimpanzees were either reared by their biological mothers or human caregivers and conspecific peers (see Table C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details). The other six KS chimpanzees (KS2 group) had almost no experience participating in cognitive experiments or watching movies. They had been housed in isolation for biomedical research and reared by human caregivers during the infancy and juvenile periods. They arrived at Kumamoto Sanctuary between 1980 and 2000 to be integrated into a more naturalistic conspecific social group. Note that, after the adoption to the sanctuary, KS2 chimpanzees live in a socially- and physically-enriched environment as do the other participant chimpanzees (see SI for the details about enrichments and the ethical statements). No ape participant showed a behavioral indication of vision deficit through our daily observation.

Human participants consisted of three groups differing in their experience watching chimpanzee behavior and movies. Eighteen humans were professional field-worker researchers who had expertise working with chimpanzees in their wild habitats. Twenty humans were researchers who had no experience working with chimpanzees. Thirteen expert humans (of 18) and 10 novice humans (of 20) reported that they have already seen the movie used for our stimuli, and thus knew the basic stories used in the movies, yet we confirmed that this factor did not affect the results (see below). Most had European or North-American origins (4 expert humans were from Japan; yet, they were not different from other experts, as shown below). They were instructed simply to watch the movies as they normally would. Twenty humans were preschoolers aged between 5 and 6 years (mean age 5.6 ± 0.29). Their parents reported that no preschooler participant watched the "chimpanzee" movie but had some experiences of watching movies of nonhuman animals in general, and that all had regulated opportunities of watching TV and cinemas made for juveniles/adults (see SI for the ethical statements and Table C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details about participants). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. No participant with neurological disorder or developmental delay was included.

### Apparatus {#sec014}

WKRPC and KS1 chimpanzees and humans were tested with the same eye-tracking setup as those used in Experiment 1. KS2 chimpanzees were tested with the same eye-tracking setup as those used for WKPRC apes and KS bonobos in Experiment 1 (i.e. with transparent panels between the participant and the eye-tracker/the experimenter).

### Stimuli and procedure {#sec015}

Movies (total 6 minutes, 25 fps) depicted the natural behavior of chimpanzees in the wild (taken from *Chimpanzee* by Disney Nature). We prepared a total of 12 movies (each 30 seconds) featuring resting, grooming, eating, tool-using, playing and fighting (2 clips for each). Resting clips depicted calm, relaxed individuals, mostly faces. Grooming and play clips depicted grooming and playing bouts between dyads. Fighting clips depicted agonistic episodes among individuals that included threat and fear facial expressions. Eating clips depicted individuals grabbing and consuming food. Tool-using clips depicted individuals using a probe-stick to extract the insects inside the wood and a hammer (a log) to crack open nuts on an anvil. No sound accompanied the movie images. Each ape viewed one movie (1 trial) per day (total 12 trials). If an ape became distracted during any given trial, that trial was dropped; and the same trial was repeated on the next day (but no more than once). Each human viewed all movies consecutively in a single day, with a short blank period between movies. Yet, we did not particularly observe fatigue (or a strong increase in the percentage of off-screen gaze) in human adults or preschoolers (off-screen gaze was less than 10% in all trials). The order of the movie presentation was randomized for each participant. See the video showing all stimulus movies and the superimposed gaze patterns in the first author\'s online repository (<https://youtu.be/KfVqWAP-D6Q>**).**

### Data analysis {#sec016}

We used the same method as Experiment 1 for the data analysis except that we distinguished between the "in-hand action targets" and "distal action targets" for the definition of AOIs in this study, because the movies included a long sequence of nut-cracking behaviors. The "in-hand action targets" covered any goal targets of manual actions including the foods being grabbed by hands, the ground being dug, the body part being groomed, and the tools being manipulated. The "distal action targets" are the nuts being placed on anvils and cracked open by chimpanzees with hammers.

Results {#sec017}
-------

In the viewing-time analysis, we measured the viewing times for AOIs comprising eyes, mouths, heads, in-hand action targets, and distal action targets ([Fig 4A](#pone.0193283.g004){ref-type="fig"}). A MANOVA revealed highly distinct patterns across groups (F(25,276) = 17.1, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.03) and also in viewing times to particular AOI categories (follow-up ANOVAs; eyes: F(5,78) = 20.51, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.57; mouth: F(5,78) = 11.19, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.42; head: F(5,78) = 39.37, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.72; action target: F(5,78) = 31.78, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.67; distant action target: F(5,78) = 71.63, p \< 0.001, *η*^2^ = 0.82; the alpha was set at 0.01 with Bonferroni correction for a number of comparisons). We then used PCA to identify the components that best explained the observed variation. We selected the first two components in this analysis because they explained the majority (89.8%) of the variation (97.0% with the first three components). [Fig 4B](#pone.0193283.g004){ref-type="fig"} plots all the participants as a function of these two components. The largest coefficient of the first principal component corresponded to the viewing time for the head (0.88) followed by the eyes (0.41). The largest coefficient of the second component corresponded to the viewing time for the mouth (0.71) followed by the in-hand action target (0.49), and the distal action target (0.42; see the vectors in [Fig 4B](#pone.0193283.g004){ref-type="fig"} for these coefficients).

![A. The total viewing times for AOIs (sec. ± SEM) summed across all movies in Experiment 2. B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) map based on the viewing time for AOIs. The vectors in the map indicate the relative contribution of each viewing-time variable to the principal components (i.e., scaled PCA coefficients). C. The confusion matrix from permutation Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) based on the viewing times for AOIs.](pone.0193283.g004){#pone.0193283.g004}

Next, as in Experiment 1, we measured IIDs between all pairs of participants, created the gaze-similarity matrix, and identified the three dimensions (based on an elbow of the scree plot) that explain the observed individual variations using MDS (see Fig E in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the plot). We then tested the similarity between the data from the AOI-PCA analysis and those from the IID-MDS analysis using a canonical correlation analysis based on the first three dimensions of MDS and the first two (i.e., most influential) components of the PCA. We found that the canonical correlation was 0.91 and 0.78 for the first and second canonical dimensions, respectively. All these canonical dimensions were significant (1^st^ to 2^nd^: F(6,158) = 75.5, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.07; 2^nd^: F(2,80) = 63.4, p \< 0.001, Wilk\'s Λ = 0.39). The first canonical dimension was most strongly influenced by the first MDS dimension (standardized canonical coefficient -0.92) and the first PCA component (0.999). The second canonical dimension was most strongly influenced by the second MDS dimensions (-0.96) and the second PCA component (0.999).

Finally, we performed a permutation Discriminant Function Analysis (pDFA, \[[@pone.0193283.ref053]\]) using the viewing times for Area-Of-Interests. The classification based on the participants' group was highly successful (81.9%; chance-level, 43.1%; p \< 0.001). The majority of misclassifications occurred between novice and expert humans, between novice adults and preschoolers, and between WKPRC chimpanzees and KS1 or KS2 chimpanzees ([Fig 4C](#pone.0193283.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Misclassifications across species were rarely observed, although some occurred between KS1 chimpanzees and preschoolers. Fig F in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents the names of all participants in the PCA graph and Table C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} details the properties of each participant. The inspection of the remaining misclassified participants did not reveal common properties, including sex, age class, whether the chimpanzee was reared by their biological mother or human caregivers/conspecific peers, and whether the human participant had previously seen the movie. Note that all participants were from Western countries except some Japanese experts, HE15-19, who did not differ from the other experts (Fig F in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results thus indicate that experimentally-selected group (or species) was the major factor in this classification.

Discussion {#sec018}
----------

Overall, several groups of chimpanzees and humans exhibited similar yet highly discriminable gaze patterns during viewing of social movies. Consistent with Experiment 1, we found a strong correlation between the data from the data-driven IID analysis and the AOI viewing-time analysis. As in Experiment 1, the use of two different analytical approaches revealed that variations in attention to the models' face, eyes, mouths, and action targets could satisfactorily characterize overall gaze similarities. Also consistent with Experiment 1, we confirmed that species was the primary factor affecting the observed variations, although there were substantial differences within each species, notably relating to the participants' rearing and experimental histories.

More specifically, KS1 chimpanzees viewed the models\' action targets (both in-hand and distal) longer than the other chimpanzee groups. Moreover, KS2 chimpanzees viewed all social features for a shorter time than the other chimpanzees (i.e., they viewed nonsocial features proportionally for a longer time than did the other chimpanzees). Expert humans viewed the faces and eyes of model chimpanzees longer (and the mouth and action targets for a shorter time) than the other humans. Moreover, children viewed the models' action targets longer (and the models' faces and eyes for a shorter time) than adults.

General discussion {#sec019}
==================

We examined individual and species variation in the viewing patterns of movies depicting the natural behaviors of nonhuman primates in rhesus macaques, three species of great apes (bonobos, chimpanzees, and orangutans), and humans. We found that social orienting was both individually-variable and species-typical across human and nonhuman primates. Also, we found that variation in the viewing of the models' faces, eyes, mouths, and action targets can distinguish both the species and experiences of the viewer. This result supports the idea that attention to others' eyes and their manual actions are related to key aspects of social cognition in human and nonhuman primates \[[@pone.0193283.ref001], [@pone.0193283.ref060]\].

Gaze toward action targets {#sec020}
--------------------------

Why did individuals and species vary in their viewing patterns in the observed ways? Multiple factors likely contribute to shaping such variation. Let us start by discussing observed differences in viewing targets of depicted actions. In this study, human participants viewed the action targets of any model animal for a much longer time than did the other primate species in both Experiments 1 and 2. In general, humans should be regarded as a special class of participants among the tested primates, because our stimulus movies were created in the human cultural environment, e.g., under specific conventions of cinematography \[[@pone.0193283.ref061]\]. One interpretation is thus that human participants, presumably even preschoolers, were much more accustomed than nonhumans to watching movies, and therefore better understood (and hence more actively viewed) the goals of depicted actions. The action targets in our stimuli were typical goal targets of manual actions by primate models, including foods being grabbed by hands, tools being manipulated, and nuts being placed on an anvil for cracking by a chimpanzee's hammer. Moreover, some of the movie scenes contained complex configurations (e.g., zoomed-in manual movements). Humans should understand such movie content readily due to their unique experiences with cinematography, or should at least expect movies to provide some interesting and conceptually-related information across scenes.

Importantly, in Experiment 2, those chimpanzees with extensive early experiences with media (KS1) also viewed the models\' actions for a longer time than the other chimpanzee groups. As in humans, their experiences with visual media may have enhanced their understandings and expectations about movie contents. Also, their early experience with cognitive experiments and training in tool-use, including nut-cracking, could have enhanced their understandings of movies and their attention to the distal goal targets (i.e., nuts). These results may be related to previous reports that \"enculturated\" chimpanzees are particularly attentive to human experimenters\' action targets \[[@pone.0193283.ref033]--[@pone.0193283.ref035]\]. On the contrary, those chimpanzees who experienced relatively impoverished social and physical environment during their youth (KS2) viewed the depicted actions (and eyes) for a shorter time than other chimpanzee groups. Therefore, one candidate factor affecting the observed variation in the viewing of action targets may be related to our participants' unique experiences with the human environment, including media viewing, tool use and cognitive testing.

Then, why did nonhuman species (with similar experiences) differ from one another? In Experiment 1, we observed that chimpanzees and orangutans viewed the models' targets of manual actions for a longer time than did bonobos and macaques. One possibility is that bonobos and macaques were much more attentive to the models' faces and eyes than actions, and thus could not spend much time in viewing the other features because of a time trade-off. However, this possibility is unlikely because (unlike humans) their on-screen viewing times to the movies did not reach to the ceiling level; this means that bonobos and macaques viewed elsewhere (including backgrounds and off-screen) instead of viewing the models' manual actions.

Our results may be related to the previous observation that bonobos and rhesus macaques, unlike chimpanzees, orangutans, and humans, do not use tools in foraging contexts or show clear evidence of cultural transmission of tool-using in the wild \[[@pone.0193283.ref062], [@pone.0193283.ref063]\]. Thus, another possibility is that, similarly to what we discussed above, bonobos and macaques may have more poorly understood the models' manual actions depicted in the movies and hence attended them less actively than did chimpanzees and orangutans. However, at least for bonobos, this explanation is inconsistent with the previous evidence. Studies have shown that bonobos can perform tool-using behaviors as dexterously as the other primate species if they have an opportunity to do so in a laboratory \[[@pone.0193283.ref064]--[@pone.0193283.ref066]\]. Also, researchers largely agree that motivational factors rather than competence better explain the absence of tool-using behaviors in bonobos living in the wild \[[@pone.0193283.ref062], [@pone.0193283.ref067]\]. Moreover, studies have shown that bonobos follow a model's gaze more sensitively than the other ape species and consequently attend more to the target objects in such situations \[[@pone.0193283.ref010], [@pone.0193283.ref068]\]. Studies also have shown that bonobos are comparable to the other ape species in their performances of anticipatory looking to the agent's manual reaching \[[@pone.0193283.ref014], [@pone.0193283.ref069]\]. Therefore, a more plausible explanation for our results with bonobos is that they were simply less interested than chimpanzees and orangutans in others' manual actions due to their unique motivation and temperament \[[@pone.0193283.ref064]\]. It is also possible that their unique experiences during development, such as more limited opportunities for observing conspecifics' manual actions than the other ape species, may have further discouraged them from gazing toward complex actions. However, it should be noted that this same explanation may not to apply to macaques. It is certainly likely that macaques understood the models\' manual actions less well than did apes. Even so, it is unlikely they failed to understand simple actions such as macaques handling food, especially given previous studies showing that macaques can learn from conspecifics' actions in natural experiments \[[@pone.0193283.ref070]\] and that their mirror-neuron system responds to both their own actions and actions performed by others \[[@pone.0193283.ref071]\]. Overall, motivational factors rather than competences likely explain the observed variations in the viewing of the models' action targets across species.

Gaze toward faces {#sec021}
-----------------

Next, why did individuals and species differ in their viewing patterns of the model's eyes and mouth? Regarding the (within-species) individual differences, in Experiment 2, we observed that attention to the eyes and mouth varied to a larger extent among humans than chimpanzees. Specifically, expert field-workers of chimpanzees viewed the face and eyes of model chimpanzees for a longer time than did novice researchers and preschoolers (and the mouth and action targets for a shorter time presumably due to a time trade-off). One interpretation of this result is that experts habitually attend to chimpanzees\' faces and eyes to individuate chimpanzee faces. Specialization for processing and individuating particular faces or exemplars of inanimate objects (e.g., cars) is one of the well-known effects of expertise \[[@pone.0193283.ref072]\]. Our expert participants may be trained to individuate chimpanzee faces, or at least be more motivated than novices to individuate chimpanzees faces, and therefore may have attended to their faces more strongly than novices in the movies. In contrast, our preschooler participants' inexperience with allospecific movies, or movies in general, may have discouraged them from attempting to identify individuals. Their inexperience may have instead motivated them to watch unfamiliar models' performing certain actions. The observed adult-child differences in humans may be also related to certain developmental changes in social attention, in that adults may have a stronger tendency of looking at face and eyes of both conspecifics and allospecifics. This aspect cannot be fully examined in nonhuman primates in our study because most of our nonhuman participants were adults; the few juvenile participants did not obviously differ from the adult participants (Figs D and F and Table A and C in [S1 File](#pone.0193283.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In Experiment 2, we also observed that the chimpanzees who underwent relatively impoverished social and physical environment during their youth (KS2) showed a decreased level of attention to all social features including face and eyes (i.e., they viewed nonsocial features proportionally for a longer time than the other groups). This pattern could derive from their lack of experience in watching movies or participating in cognitive experiments more generally. Given that early social deprivation adversely impacts social behaviors in chimpanzee adults \[[@pone.0193283.ref056]--[@pone.0193283.ref059]\], it is also likely that their reduced experience in communicating with conspecifics (and social agents in general) during their early lives discouraged them from attending to chimpanzees in the movies. Overall, therefore, individuals' unique experiences likely affected their patterns of gaze toward eyes and mouths.

Why, then, did nonhuman species with similar early experiences differ from one another in the viewing of eyes and mouth? We observed that in Experiment 1, bonobos and macaques viewed the eyes for a longer time than the mouth, while chimpanzees and orangutans showed an opposite pattern. Given that, in a previous study, orangutans (the same participants as in this study) showed a similar viewing pattern for the face and eyes as gorillas \[[@pone.0193283.ref044]\], it is likely that bonobos are exceptional among great apes in their viewing patterns of the face and the eyes. Importantly, in Experiment 2, while the time spent viewing the eyes and the mouth varied to a large extent within the human species, it varied only to a small degree among the chimpanzee participants. Therefore, at least in chimpanzees, the observed viewing bias should reflect some inherent species-typical characteristic. Several previous studies may help to identify the nature of this trait. First, in humans, increased motivation to affiliate with particular others can lead to an increased level of eye contact with them \[[@pone.0193283.ref073]\]. Bonobos live in a more egalitarian society and exhibit more frequent and diverse affiliative behaviors towards social partners than do chimpanzees \[[@pone.0193283.ref074]\]. Thus, their general affiliative attitudes toward others may have led them to attend to others' eyes than chimpanzees (and orangutans). Second, previous studies reported that bonobos and chimpanzees differ in brain areas implicated in social interaction \[[@pone.0193283.ref075]\], which were activated, in humans, when engaging eye contact \[[@pone.0193283.ref017]\]. Third, previous studies reported bonobos and chimpanzees differ in their endocrine systems. Bonobos have a lower level of prenatal androgens than do chimpanzees \[[@pone.0193283.ref076], [@pone.0193283.ref077]\], which is known to cause an increased level of eye contact in humans \[[@pone.0193283.ref028]\]. Bonobos and chimpanzees are also known to differ in their oxytocin- and vasopressin- receptor genes \[[@pone.0193283.ref078]\]; in humans and macaques, a higher level of oxytocin is reported to cause an increased level of eye contact \[[@pone.0193283.ref029], [@pone.0193283.ref030]\]. Therefore, bonobos may differ from chimpanzees (and possibly also from orangutans) in their psychobiological characteristics affecting the pursuit and tolerance of eye contact with others.

Interestingly, macaques viewed the models' face and eyes for a longer time and the mouth for a shorter time than any other species, including bonobos. Our macaques viewed the models' mouth and action targets very little; thus, overall, they almost exclusively viewed the models' eyes among all social features in the presented movies. Such strong viewing bias to eyes (versus mouth) is consistent with previous studies \[[@pone.0193283.ref005]--[@pone.0193283.ref007], [@pone.0193283.ref045]--[@pone.0193283.ref048]\]. However, it was somewhat surprising that they did so even more than great apes in this study, because some researchers believe that prolonged eye contact is more commonly observed in great apes than in rhesus macaques \[[@pone.0193283.ref079]\]. There are several possibilities that could explain this result. First, our macaques, unlike our apes, had previously received fixation training. Thus, one possibility is that such different prior training may have encouraged them to search for certain salient stimuli (e.g., faces or eyes) as cues that could produce rewards. However, note that we did not reward the macaques for their viewing of any particular social features in this study. Also, the eye viewing patterns exhibited by the macaques in the previous studies with different training histories (or no reported prior training) were very similar to those exhibited by our macaques in this study \[[@pone.0193283.ref005]--[@pone.0193283.ref007], [@pone.0193283.ref045]--[@pone.0193283.ref048]\]. Therefore, overall, it is unlikely that their viewing patterns derive solely from their training histories.

The second possibility is that, like bonobos, a high level of social tolerance led them to focus on the models' eyes more than the other species. However, this is unlikely because rhesus macaques live in a relatively despotic society \[[@pone.0193283.ref080]\] and make eye contact with conspecific adults in affiliative contexts less frequently than other macaque species (\[[@pone.0193283.ref081], [@pone.0193283.ref082]\] but see \[[@pone.0193283.ref083]\]). The third possibility is that, rather than tolerance, vigilance led our macaques attend to the models' eyes more than the other species. In general, attention to eyes is enhanced in both affiliative and threating situations \[[@pone.0193283.ref001], [@pone.0193283.ref073]\]. Although it is reported that tolerance enhances attention to the eyes of others in macaques \[[@pone.0193283.ref029], [@pone.0193283.ref083]\], it is also reported that vigilance enhances their attention to the eyes (or the attentional status) of others such as when an experimenter maintains eye contact with them at a close distance \[[@pone.0193283.ref081]\]. Therefore, our macaques may have been more vigilant than apes to our movie stimuli and hence monitored the eyes of potentially threatening models exclusively in the movies. Finally, it is likely that the differences in rearing experience and the level of understanding of movie contents complicate a direct comparison between monkeys and great apes. Future studies should address this question by testing multiple species of monkeys using eye-tracking. It would be especially interesting to examine how the tolerance levels of social systems in closely-related macaque species (despotic versus egalitarian societies \[[@pone.0193283.ref080]\]) affect their distinct viewing of the eyes and the mouth.

Conclusion {#sec022}
----------

Lastly, from an animal welfare perspective, it is important to highlight that the patterns exhibited by chimpanzees who had poor experiences with media, cognitive experiments, and social and physical enrichments in youth. These chimpanzees had been isolated from their mothers and conspecifics and reared by human caregivers at a biomedical laboratory during their infant and juvenile periods, and only later they were transferred to more naturalistic groups in sanctuaries. Previous studies found that impoverished early social experiences negatively affect social behaviors of chimpanzees in general \[[@pone.0193283.ref056]--[@pone.0193283.ref059]\], but importantly, not all chimpanzees reared were affected in similar ways \[[@pone.0193283.ref059]\]. Thus, one possibility raised by our results is that the tests with eye movements can be used as a diagnostic tool to assess psychological differences across chimpanzee individuals to offer individualized care for those animals; for example, when they are integrated into more naturalistic social groups.

In summary, we found that although great apes, humans, and macaques view social movies overall similarly, individuals and species also have unique viewing patterns for several key social features (i.e., eyes, mouths and action targets). Also, we found that individual experiences and species-typical motivation and temperament explain some of the observed individual and species differences. This suggests that the underlying mechanisms affecting variation in social attention are similar across species. From an evolutionary perspective, our results suggest that closely-related primate species can acquire particular attentional biases relatively rapidly through ontogeny and evolution based on shared mechanisms. Such attentional biases might help them to learn effectively from the social environment and enhance their chances of survival and reproductive success.
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